Case Study

IoT in Smart Building

Smart Office Solution
for Intelligent
Workplace Utilization

A Canadian supplier of IoT
gateway sensors and applications
Challenge
The client engaged Euristiq for the development of a fully integrated,
end-to-end, smart office solution for their LoRaWAN™ IoT gateways and
sensors. The IoT system that solves the problem of meeting room
underutilization.

Tools and Technologies
Java | Angular | Spring Framework | JHipster | H2 database | PostgreSQL |
Liquibase | Apache Maven | npm| TLS | Microservice architecture | AWS |
JavaScript |TypeScript

Scope of work
1. Architecture engineering; 2. Decisions on the technical stack; 3. UI/UX; 

4. Front-end/back-end development; 5. Quality assurance

euristiq.com

Solutions
Complex IoT system

The solution consists of a room booking app, E-Ink display, and
smart room sensors: one PIR sensor per room and
acceleration-based movement sensors attached to each chair to
collect data regarding room occupancy. 


Room booking app

The app is integrated with the LoRaWAN IoT gateways and
sensors and provides room analytics, displays real-time
occupancy status.


For maintenance: office managers can set up and edit meeting

rooms, including device management, the list of equipment
available, room capacity, floor plan, and more.



For booking: users can view available rooms and filter them by
floor, capacity, the equipment they have, and free time slots for
booking. The app is synchronized with Outlook and Google
Calendars for comfortable booking. 



IoT Dashboards

Smart telemetry data is collected and displayed with an analytics
report in user-friendly IoT dashboards. The dashboards show
the performance and usage statistics: meeting room efficiency
with the 'false booking' rate; room capacity efficiency; time of
usage efficiency; room utilization; most popular hours; room
popularity; bookings by an employee; and more.


Results
Fully-working smart office solution
integrated with IoT gateways and sensors
in 6 months.

Software engineers developed a reusable
core code for further applications
integrated with the client’s devices.

The client’s meeting room booking
displays with an app have entered
volume production.

